
Stefan Knight presents…

SOMATIC 
INTEGRATION
Workshop / Training / Retreat

Jan. 30th-Feb.1st, 2019
Martha's Vineyard, MA
9am-5pm

Radically expand your scope of practice and personal movement vocabulary. Through inquiry 
into movement theory, anatomy and physiology, pain science and embodiment you will discover 
“whole–body–support” for strong, fluid, injury free movement for yourself, your clients and 
students. Learn to work with and resolve complex pain syndromes, explore deeper levels of 
body centered mindfulness and cultivate an underlying sense for the relationship of strength, 
mobility and ease in your body.

Experience directly while developing a working knowledge of our core as a systems event rather 
than simply a group of muscles. Embody how our innate gravity response, perception and 
orientation are involved whole body stabilization. Understand what trauma looks like and how to 
support someone’s process as these things arise in our practice. Feel four-dimensional anatomy 
in motion that will refresh your system as well as inform the way you approach pain syndrome 
and injury.

Each day is a combination of theory, embodied anatomy, demonstration, partnered exploration, 
dynamic movement explorations, meditations and fun. You will learn lots of potent user friendly, 
easy to incorporate concepts and techniques that will help you understand your current way of 
working with clients while expanding in all directions. Integrative movement will be included to 
allow what we learn to anchor and find a home in our bodies and everyday movement.

If you are a teacher in the movement or hands on therapy fields looking to advance your 
education, perception, intuition, and hands on skills, this program is for you.
If you want to significantly deepen your practice, understand and experience the layers of the 
body in motion more fully, this program for you.

Perception and Core Stability
Module 1 (of 4) covers the fundamental concepts, techniques and process of Somatic 
Integration. Through an embodied exploration of some key interrelated joint-systems, normal 
gravity response, and the vestibular system we will cultivate and grounded sense for how to 
effect lasting change in quality of movement, strength and flexibility.

We will cover how perception, orientation, meaning and structure influence coordination. The 
content of this first module is weighted toward the territory of the lower body as a means for 
cultivating support for changes in the upper territories of the body.



Sample topics included:

• Principles of Somatic Integration
• Components of movement
• Core as a event
• Harvesting contrast
• Sensory impressions and core stability
• Feet through the front line
• Spinal Anatomy and evolutionary motion
• Perceptual Core from the Periphery 
• Musculoskeletal and biomechanical         

interrelationships of foot through the pelvis

If your Physical or Occupational Therapist, Bodyworker, Chiropractor, Yoga/
Pilates teacher, Personal trainer or movement teacher of any kind this program 
will expand and enrich your practice as well as feed your soul.

Stefan Knight is endlessly passionate about all subjects regarding health and in 
particular the pursuit of ease and power in movement of the whole person in the context 
of there whole lives.
Stefan is a Certified Advanced Rolfer, Rolf Movement Practitioner, Registered Somatic 
Movement Therapist, Masters Certified Pilates Instructor with 20 plus years both as an 
educator and in full time in private practice. Currently, Stefan is an assistant instructor 
for the Dr. Rolf Institute of Structural Integration.
www.stefanknight.net/about
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508.696.6452 investment only $475
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